Abstact. In the context of almost complex quantization, a natural generalization of algebro-geometric linear series on a compact symplectic manifold has been proposed. Here we suppose given a compatible action of a finite group and consider the linear subseries associated to the irreducible representations of G, give conditions under which these are base-point free and study properties of the associated projective morphisms.
Introduction
Let (M, ω) be a compact symplectic manifold of dimension 2n, such that [ω] ∈ H 2 (M, Z). Fix J ∈ J (M, ω) (the contractible space of all almost complex structures on M compatible with ω), and let h and g = R(h) be the induced hermitian and riemannian structures. There exist an hermitian line bundle (A, h) on M and a unitary covariant derivative ∇ A on A, such that −2πiω is the curvature of ∇ A . In this set-up, studying the asymptotic spectral properties of a suitable renormalized laplacian, Guillemin and Uribe have introduced privileged spaces of sections H(M, A ⊗k ) ⊆ C ∞ (M, A ⊗k ); if J is integrable and A holomorphic and ample, these are the spaces of holomorphic sections of A ⊗m [BG] , [GU] , [BU1] . These linear series determine projective embeddings of M enjoying the same metric and symplectic asymptotic properties as in the integrable projective case [BU2] , [Z] , [SZ2] , [T] .
Suppose that G is a finite group with a symplectic action ν : G×M → M, so that J may be chosen G-invariant. Then ν preserves g and h. Assume also that ν lifts to a linear actionν : G × A → A, and thatν preserves h A and ∇ A . Thenν preserves each of the spaces H(M, A ⊗N ). Let ρ i : G → GL(V i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ c, be the irreducible representations of G; we shall assume that i = 1 corresponds to the trivial one-dimensional representation. For each N, [BU2] and [Z] , [SZ2] to these questions. If x ∈ M, let G x = {g ∈ G : g · x = x} be its stabiliser. Let χ i : G → C be the character of the i-th irreducible representation. Let A x be the fibre of A over x ∈ M. Clearly, G x acts on A x and thus we have a unitary character
( , ) Gx denoting the L 2 -product with respect to the counting measure on G x . Note that γ i,N = γ i,N +|G| for every i and N. Set
In algebro-geometric terminology, the base locus of a vector subspace
It is easily seen that if G x = G and there exists
Corollary 1.2. Suppose that for any x ∈ M we have either
Recall that i = 1 corresponds to the trivial representation.
For example, |H(M, A ⊗k|G| ) 1 | is base point free if k ≫ 0, where |G| is the order of G.
In general Φ i,N is not injective; for example it is constant on every orbit for any G if i = 1, or for any i if G is abelian. We may still ask, however, if in these cases points in different orbits have different images under Φ i,N .
Let
Proposition 1.1. Assume that either G is abelian, or G is arbitrary and i = 1. Let U ⊆ M be as in Theorem 1.1, N ∈ N and suppose that B i,N = ∅ and that γ i,N is constant on W . Let K ⊆ W be a compact subset. There exists Similar statements hold for the asymptotic metric and almost complex properties, in the vein of theorem 1.1 of [BU2] .
Proof
We recall some notation from [BU2] , [Z] , [SZ2] . Let A * = A −1 be the dual line bundle with the induced hermitian stucture h A * , and let A * ⊃ S π → M be the unit circle bundle, a strictly pseudoconvex domain. Given the connection, S has natural riemannian and almost CR structures. We shall identify functions and half-forms throughout.
As S is a principal
N is the N-th isotype for the S 1 -action. In the standard manner, we shall identify
under this identification; in the integrable projective case, H(S) is the Hardy space of boundary values of holomorphic functions on
be the coherent state map, given by evaluation, which is a lifting of Φ i,N when the latter is defined. , . . . , s
, where we view g −1 as a contactomorphism of S . Thus,
On the diagonal,
p). Let d be the geodesic distance function on M and also its pull-back
By Lemma 4.5 of [BU2] , the latter term is bounded in absolute value by CΠ N (p, p)e −a 2 x N/2 + O(N (n−1)/2 ), where C is independent of x and N. By (13) of [SZ1] and the definition of dual action,
Given the asymptotic expansion forΠ N (p, p) in [BU2] and [Z] ,
Coming to the second part of the theorem, suppose B i,N = ∅ so that, perhaps after replacing N by N + k|G| for k ≫ 0, |H(S) i,N | is base point free. The claim is that if U ′ ⊂ U is open with compact closure in U and N ≫ 0, then Φ i,N is an immersion on U ′ . We shall be done by proving that 
By the proof of theorem 3.
Therefore, we shall be done by proving that
and
for g, g ′ ∈ G x near compact subsets of diag(V ). Let then K ⊂ V be a compact subset, and suppose x ∈ K, g ∈ G x , and u, v ∈ T x M have unit length. Let U, V be horizontal vector fields of unit length on S, of unit length near S x and extending the horizontal lifts of u and v. We want to estimate
is the wave front ofΠ -here iα ∈ Ω 1 S is the connection one-form.
If P is a horizontal differential operator of degree ℓ on S × S, its principal symbol vanishes on g * Σ and therefore
(p), and real phase functions α g,P,k ∈ C ∞ (S × S) such that
. Since P (Π g ) has definite (even) parity, we may assume without loss that so does G. Therefore, the above asymptotic expansions may be assumed to go down by integer steps:
(p), and
Because K ⊂ U is compact and g ∈ G x for x ∈ K, there is ǫ > 0 such that d(gp, p) > ǫ for all p ∈ π −1 (K). Thus, P (Π N) over K, uniformly in U and V . This proves (5); the proof of the other estimate is similar.
Let us consider Proposition 1.1. We may assume that K is G-invariant. Suppose then, to the contrary, that for a sequence k j → +∞ we can find
, and therefore by (4) above
, and on the other hand, again by (4),
Since d(gx, x) > ǫ for some fixed ǫ > 0 and all x ∈ K and g ∈ G x , x k j is the only point in G · x k j minimizing the distance from y k j , for every j.
We may now apply the argument of the proof of theorem 3.2 (b) of [SZ2] , with minor changes.
Finally, corollary 1.1 follows immediately from equations (1), (2), (3): if G x = G, only the first term in equation (2) is present, and thereforẽ Π i,N (p, p) = 0 if x ∈ B i,N . As an aside, suppose x ∈ Fix(G), the fixed locus of G, and s ∈ C ∞ (M, A ⊗N ) i for some i and N satisfies s(x) = 0. By the isomorphism C ∞ (M, A ⊗N ) i ∼ = H(S) i we view s as a C-valued function s : S → C satisfyingŝ(e iθ ℓ) = e iN θŝ (ℓ) (ℓ ∈ S). Now, sinceŝ ∈ H(S) i , s = |G| 
